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Making Financial Cents

Executive Summary
The Hispanic Austin Leadership (HAL) Finance Team, Making Financial Cents, canvassed the
Austin Hispanic community in November 2017. According to research and information acquired
from the Community Advancement Network (CAN), 33% of African American and Hispanic
children grow up in poverty in Austin, Texas.* MFC is determined to make a difference in the
community by increasing financial literacy to decrease the poverty rate.* To get further insight,
the MFC sought out opinions of local organizations that work with minority groups who are
trying to achieve financial stability in an environment of escalating costs.
The Finance Team met with Austin Independent School District’s Parent Support and
Engagement Office, Southwest Key Programs,
Wells Fargo (retail branches in locations with strong
Hispanic demographics), Foundation Communities,
Hispanic Scholarship Consortium, and Austin
Community College. There was a recurring theme
that came up in the meetings with the
organizations—mistrust in financial institutions that
lead to educational barriers in the community.
Pictured: Felipe, Marieli, Luis, Leonor, Nora, and Crystal

MFC gained more insight on the community’s concern with financial institutions by attending
English Second Language (ESL) learning classes open to the community called Austin ISD
Maestro en Casa.*
In order to accurately assess the depth of the problem, the Team chose the Maestro en Casa
classes that had the largest program participation and were located in Austin’s Hispanic
communities. An initial survey was developed to ask open-ended questions and assess the scope
of the Maestro en Casa participants’ financial literacy knowledge. Through this process, five
financial topics were identified that the community had trouble understanding and/or wanted
more resources to learn: Banking, Budget, Credit, College Financing, and Insurance.
The Financial Team hit the ground running and established a partnership with Austin ISD,
Austin Community College, and Wells Fargo to create a financial literacy curriculum for
community stakeholders that was “By Austin, For Austin.” The financial material was carefully
selected so it would have current or projected demand for everyone to succeed financially in the
local Austin Hispanic community. This cemented the formation of the program name and motto,
“Making Financial Cents – Making Sense of Your Financial Future.”

*2016 statistics
*http://canatx.org/dashboard/our-basic-needs-are-met/poverty/
*Maestro en Casa is an initiative of the AISD Department of Communications and Community Engagement in partnership with the MATT
Foundation. Maestro en Casa is a practical and simple English-language learning and life skills program. Basic English lessons will help adult
learners navigate common American situations and systems, thus allowing English-language learners to interact at a higher level in their daily
activities. Parents will learn English at their local community school. The lessons are supplemented and enhanced with six culturally effective
comic book-style workbooks, each covering a different subject— Austin ISD MEC webpage
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We developed a series of informative, interactive, and creative workshops to engage participants
in basic financing ideas. The sessions provided potential economic growth information, program
description, time commitment, cost, and possible funding/scholarships to continue education.
Additionally, participants had the opportunity to meet with current industry professionals and
learn the benefits of being financially ready to make big decisions. Lastly, MFC was able to
forge partnerships between the Austin ISD so that all community engagement staff can be trained
and knowledgeable in financial literacy program, to be able to have the financial workshop at
every AISD school.
Schools visited
● Sanchez Elementary School (East
Central)
● Travis Early College High School
(South Central)
● Dobie Pre-K Center (North East)
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● Galindo Elementary School (South)
● Barrington Elementary School
(North)
● Widen Elementary School (South
East)

Making Financial Cents

Mission Statement
Implement a lesson plan on topics of finance that will establish a concrete financial literacy
foundation for English as a Second Language (ESL) adults for the Austin Independent School
District’s immigrant community. At the end of the lesson, participants will be confident to take
charge in financial decisions that affect their daily lives.

Vision
Each course participant will gain confidence and understanding to influence their economic
decisions by increasing their financial knowledge through five financial topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Banking
Budget
Credit
College Financing
Insurance

Project Scope:
•
•
•
•
•

Educate the ESL Community on financial literacy and local finance opportunities by
bridging the Maestro en Casa Finanzas lesson plan with the MFC lesson plan
Inform on continuing education opportunities and ways to offset tuition costs for entire
family
Solicit community feedback on ways to enhance the financial literacy program to ensure
the needs of the community are being met or exceeded
Establish community relationships to offer financial mentorship opportunities during the
length of the program.
Create a format for the MFC workshop where it is instructional, educational and
interactive by applying three components:
1. Utilize an instructor/student friendly presentation that covers the five major
categories of concern and educates as to why financial literacy is important.
2. Lesson Plan/Workbook will have supplemental information, activities, and
handouts the Austin ISD Parent Support Specialists can use to engage their
students—examples in the workbook will be relatable to Austinites.
3. An assessment that measures the students’ aptitude on the five financial topics
along with an exit survey that tells the MFC how well the program is going.
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Identifying the Need
Prior to creating the financial literacy
course, MFC visited several Maestro
en Casa classes. The Team wanted to
gage how large the classes were and
how the classes were led. During the
Maestro en Casa classes, MFC
surveyed the participants.
After the observations, the group sat
down with the Parent Support
Specialist (PSS) assigned to the
school. MFC determined the best time
to conduct the program would be
during the existing Maestro en Casa
classes.
MFC used the survey results to
determine where the greatest financial
education deficits were: Banking,
Budgeting, Credit, College Financing,
and Insurance.
Financial Literacy Assessment for “Making Financial Cents” Program
The Financial Literacy Assessment was designed to gather data on specific points of interest
regarding financial education. The survey was issued in English and Spanish to 27 participants of
the Maestro en Casa program. The survey focused on five major financial topics: Banking,
Budget, Credit, College Financing, and Insurance.
The combined results of the assessment are as followed:
• Banking
40.7% did not have a bank account. 37% did not know how their bank account worked.
• Budget
33.3% did not know what a family budget was, 48.1% did not have a family budget.
• College Financing
59.3% knew someone in their household that will be going to college. 70.4% were
interested in learning more about financing college.
• Credit
77.8 % that they did not understand how credit works. 77.8% did not have credit. 96.3%
were interested in learning how credit works in the United States.
• Insurance
77.8% they did not know how insurance works. 70.4% did not have any type of
insurance. 77.8% were interested in learning about insurance.
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Taking Action:
There are several organizations that offer financial
education resources in Austin, Texas. For example, in the
private (Wells Fargo) and public (Foundation
Communities) sectors to name a few, offer in-depth
courses and information that guide you through different
financial topics. The main strategy of the MFC program
was to find existing organizations to partner with.
Partnering with an existing program ensures the MFC
program’s sustainability and makes it easier to connect
with a part of the community that is hard to reach.
MFC utilized their 25 years of experience in financial
services to create the program curriculum. The Financial
Team wanted to create a financial literacy lesson plan, materials, and workbook that was
relatable to the audience and based on the financial literacy deficits from the surveys.
Part of the effort to make the information relatable to the community was not only providing
relatable content but the creative design that would blend together to make “cents.” MFC hired a
student based graphic design entrepreneurial group from Austin ISD’s Eastside Memorial High
School. The MFC workbook, “By Austin, for Austin,” was created with the local community in
mind.
Pictured: The student
graphic designers are
Anna Cruz, Anthony
Guzman, Devin
Zavala, and Noelia
Rodriguez.

Overall, the Financial Team spent over 20 hours with the Eastside Memorial Graphic Design
team to make content ideas into reality. The financial categories chosen were ones that can make
an immediate impact in the participants’ daily financial decisions. The target was to break any
myths the participants had that aided in their mistrust of banking, their access to credit, the
effects of insurance, and access to college resources.
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MFC created Banking 101 with an end goal of
the participants opening a bank account at their
chosen financial institution. Surprisingly, 100
% of the participants surveyed were interested
in how bank accounts in the United States
work, and many of the participants did not
have a bank account. A common reason behind
the participants not having a bank account was
mistrust in financial institutions. Having two
members of MFC working for a bank helped to
break through this stigma. The constituents
were able to explain why banks tend to ask
questions when a banking relationship is
established. Because of these efforts, the participants were able to understand and identify how
banks operate in a regulatory framework. The participants also grasped the concept of having an
open relationship with their personal banker and how that can help them gain more access to
financial products and financial advice. From there, MFC went into the next two courses—
Credit 101 and Budgeting 101.
Credit 101 concentrated on the total cost of credit, obtaining credit, explaining how credit
works, and why it is important to track your own credit. The MFC survey showed that 78% did
not know how credit works. The participants were able to hear directly from bank
representatives, on the factors lenders assess when applying for credit, how to establish credit
history, and how a FICO credit score should be monitored. MFC also covered the difference
between bank loans and predatory lending, by showing the participants how to read the Reg. Z
box

“Truth in Lending” or “Reg. Z” box
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To shed some light on the relationship
between credit scores and the Hispanic
community, the Team utilized an
assessment completed by “LendEDU.”
The assessment compiled the average
VantageScore 3.0®1 credit scores for
each town and city in Texas.
*Source: Lendedu.com

Budgeting 101 covered several
different ways of budgeting. The MFC
survey showed that 33% did not know
what a budget was and 48% did not
have a family budget. It is important to
know where you spend your money. It’s also very important to know the differences between
needs and wants. The Finance Team created a budget tracker, a bill pay calendar, and offered
two creative ways of savings: the envelope method* and the 52-week savings challenge.
College Financing 101 stressed the importance of getting an education past high school.
Continuing your education at a trade school, community college, or university impacts your life
positively in almost all areas: health, wealth, and earnings over time. There was information and
different ways to pay for college and looking for scholarships and grants to fund your education.
We made it a point that student loans were the last option, and if needed, how to navigate
between all the loan options available.
Insurance 101 addressed the expressed concerns of their participants—how does it work and
why is it needed. MFC also emphasized that insurance is part of financial planning. It was
crucial for The Finance Team to be creative when outlining concepts, such as the reason
insurance is needed (besides mandatory reasons) and the different benefits and limits that are
available (and that impact the overall cost). Insurance 101 was divided into three parts: auto,
renters/home insurance, and life insurance. MFC wanted to provide the participants with
additional public resources and important questions to ask when a policy is purchased.

*Dave Ramsey Envelope Method
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Measuring the Impact:
At the conclusion of each workshop, exit surveys were given out that included Likert scale and
open-ended questions for individual responses. We were also able to interview participants
regarding the MFC program at the Maestro en Casa graduation.
“Tuve mucha información que yo no sabía, mi hija es mi primera
generación aquí somo nuevos aquí en este país, este tipo de ayuda es
bastante beneficioso para nosotros porque el sistema es completamente
diferente para nosotros entonces nos sumergieron un poco en todo los
que nos falta adjuntar.” – Alejandra Garza, Maestro en Casa 2018
Graduate
English Translation—It had a lot of information that I did not know about. My daughter is a first generation citizen.
Living in this country is still new for us; this kind of help is quite beneficial because the system is completely
different than where we came from. We did as much as we could because we had a lot to learn.

“Cuando uno llega a este pais no conoce mucho como trabajan algunas
cosas, para mi es importante aprender sobre los requisites para abrir una
cuenta, sobre las polizas de seburo de autos que no solo es mandatorio sino
conocer los diferentes beneficios que se pueden obtener para protegernos
major. Para mi es muy importante informarse de temas en el areas de
banco y seguros para tomar decisions importantes.” –Iris Pescador, Maestro
en Casa 2018 Graduate
English Translation— When you first arrive in this country, you don’t know a lot about how things work here. For
me, it was important to learn about the requirements in opening an account, learning how car insurance policies are
mandatory, and to recognize the different benefits that can be obtained to protect us best. For me, it’s very
important to learn about the different areas of banking and insurance in order to make important decisions.

“I was excited about having different activities for the group and the
content because they were able to understand piece by piece what you
guys presented, we don’t usually touch deep on the financial part and
college system. By the end of the class I see how participants were very
excited about understanding the financial topics, how easy it can be to
open a bank account, learning about the coverages available in the
insurance policies, what makes the differences on the cost of the policies
and also learning about the different resources for college savings and
financial aids. I think the program is excellent and I appreciate your
support, your time, and professionalism.” –Nora Montes de Flores, Parent
School Coordinator for Maestro en Casa
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Sustainability
Over the course of nine months, the Hispanic Austin Leadership – Finance Team spent over 120
hours canvasing their community, creating partnerships, fundraising, and making an impact on
the lives of Maestro en Casa participants. As part of our long-term sustainability, we have critical
partnerships with Austin Independent School District and Wells Fargo. The Making Financial
Cents program will be part of a training program for all Parent Support Specialist (PSS) at each
school. A MFC toolkit was created that includes the power point presentation, course curriculum
lesson plan, program workbook and website for access to more information. Through
partnerships with Wells Fargo’s volunteer program, Farmers Insurance, and Foundation
Communities, PSS staff will be able to access volunteers to come in as subject matter experts to
discuss more in depth on each topic. The goal of the Making Financial Cents program is to grow
organically within the Maestro en Casa class offerings. (Maestro en Casa is currently in 27
Austin ISD schools)
For the 2018 Maestro en Casa graduation, the Team showcased the entire program, talked about
the vision to grow with Austin ISD leadership, and recruited additional schools that provide
Maestro en Casa classes for the next year. We were able to recruit an additional four Maestro en
Casa classes. There will be a total of eight AISD schools launching the Making Financial Cents
program next year. With the addition of those schools and the current schools that re-signed for
the program, there will be a total of eight AISD schools launching the Making Financial Cents
program next year.

In Austin, Texas there are 269,778 community members that are speakers of a non-English language. This is 21.6percent higher than the
national average. In 2015, the most common non-English language spoken in Austin was Spanish—are native Spanish speakers.

We have also been invited to showcase the program and recruit volunteers at the 2018 Latin
Connection* Signature Event hosted by Wells Fargo.

*The Latin Connection is a Wells Fargo Team Member Network. The purpose of the Wells Fargo Team Member Networks is to connect their
Team Members with their local communities. And gives them the opportunity to give back to the communities in which they are invested.
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HAL Finance Team
Co-Founders of Making Financial Cents
Luis “Louie” Castillo is a native of Brownsville, Texas, currently
residing in Austin. Luis received his Bachelors of Business
Administration from the University of Texas at Brownsville, where
he majored in Finance. Luis has an extensive background in
financial analysis, credit, credit analysis, and commercial banking.
He is currently a Business Relationship Manager for Wells Fargo,
where he utilizes his finance and credit experience to help
commercial businesses succeed financially. Luis also serves as the
Historian of the Wells Fargo Latin Connection. Luis contributed to
the success of the Making Financial Cents program by providing
extensive credit tips and budgeting education.

Marieli Cestari is a native of Venezuela, currently residing in Austin.
Marieli graduated from Yacambu University, where she studied
Industrial Engineering. She also completed the Minority Business
Executive program offered by the Foster School of Business at
Washington University. Marieli is currently an entrepreneur, leading
her own insurance business, Cestari Insurance. One of Marieli’s
passions is to helping her community. She is a member of several local
non-profits in Austin. Marieli contributed to the success of the Making
Financial Cents program by providing insight into the insurance
world.
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Crystal Hone is a native of El Paso, Texas. Crystal relocated to
Wichita Falls, Texas where she studied Finance and Economics at
Midwestern State University. Crystal received her Bachelors of
Business Administration in 2013 and her Masters of Business
Administration in 2015. Crystal is currently a Branch Manager at
Wells Fargo Bank. Crystal began her career with Wells Fargo in
2010 as teller. She has held several other positions such as
personal banker and service manager. Crystal also serves as the
Co-Chair of the Wells Fargo Latin Connection. Crystal
contributed to the success of the Making Financial Cents program
by providing insight on how banking works and by utilizing her
Wells Fargo team members as volunteers.

Felipe Gabriel Romero III is a native of Laredo, Texas, currently
residing in Austin. Felipe received his Bachelors of Arts from
Texas State University, where he majored in Communication
Studies. Felipe has over 10 years of experience in communications
and community engagement. He currently works for the Austin
Independent School District HUB Department, where he helps
create contract opportunities for minority businesses. Felipe
contributed to the success of the Making Financial Cents program
by gathering resources for parents to use when preparing their
children for college. Felipe also played a large part in the
partnership between Maestro en Casa and Making Financial Cents.
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Financial Summary
The following operating budget, details the revenues and expenses generated by the MFC pilot
program. The MFC budget was developed to be flexible where revenues and expenses are
determined by the volume of services The Financial Team generated.
Revenues:
Throughout the program term, revenues were concentrated from the donation made by Wells
Fargo. This donation is part of Wells Fargo’s corporate social responsibility program that
believes in community impact programs that result in material changes in its stakeholders.
Wells Fargo
Donation
PuroClean
Donation
GAHCC- Seed
Money

The Team used the following letter to reach out for donations:
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Expenses:
The program did not generate any fixed expenses, solely variable expenses. Expenses were
concentrated in the implementation of our program. The focal point was to create a workbook
that was aligned with the material we were teaching during our PowerPoint presentation. Cost
concentrations were in creation/printing of our “Making Financial Cents” Workbook, along with
the marketing of our program. Out of the total cost recorded- $1,409 was attributed to the launch
of this pilot program.
Graphic DesignProgram Material
Program
Implementation
Program MaterialBooklet Print

After recording revenues and expenses for a term of nine months, the Team had a surplus of
$341. This surplus is to be used as restricted income as a start-up fund for the Wells Fargo team
members of the 2019 HAL Class.
Making Financial Cents
Revenues
Wells Fargo Donation
PuroClean Donation
GAHCC- Seed Money
Total Income
Expenses
Graphic Design- Program Material
Program Implementation
Program Material- Booklet Print
Marketing/Promotion materials
Community Invitation-HAL
Graduation
Misc- Program Implementation
Total Expenses
Budget Surplus
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$2,000
$100
$250
$2,350

$300
$224
$501
$325
$600
$60
$2,009
$341

Making Financial Cents

Cost Analysis
What financial stake does it take to operate “Making Financial Cents”?
Information provided by Luis Castillo
The Financial Team wanted to outline the financial impact this program had not only in its pilot
year but in the years to come. The pilot serviced four schools and MFC hopes to increase
exponentially by four schools a year. The end goal would be to service 130 schools.
Based on The Financial Team’s discussion with the AISD’s Parent Support and Engagement
Office, MFC was invited to continue their partnership of with the Maestro en Casa Program. If
MFC did not have volunteers, the analysis is based on the cost of funding the program.
Maestro En Casa Program
Year
Schools
Pilot
4
Year 2
8
Year 3
16
Year 4
32
Goal
Total MEC schools in AISD
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Program Costs: How much does it cost to service One School?
The main expense for MFC would be the wages paid to Financial Representatives that have the
experience and financial knowledge to cover the topics in our program. Based on the Team’s
analysis of salaries paid to Personal Bankers at five financial institutions identified in
Glassdoor.com, the average salary for this position is $36,000. A salary of $36,000 equates to a
monthly pay of $3,000, weekly pay of $692, and an hourly wage of $17.31. The cost per our
booklet is $5.75 and equates to a cost per school of $57.50. Other items include
materials/supplies and food/beverages that equate to a cost per school of $29.90 and $55.00,
respectively. Total projected cost to service one school is $280.00.
Budget Items
Financial Representative²
Material/Supplies
MFC Work Book
Food/Beverages
Total

Cost per item Cost per School¹
$17.31
$138.48
$11.99
$29.90
$5.75
$57.50
$5.50
$55.00
$40.55
$280.88

¹School Size= 10 students per school
²Finance Representative average wage in Austin Texas. (See Narrative)
*Each School will require 4 Financial Representatives at minimum
*Each School course period will be one hour per course. Each school is to receive two courses per program period

Projected revenues were kept at 125% of operating expenses to each program year can generate a
surplus for future contingent costs.
Total Revenues needed for our Pilot Year was $1,404. Please note that the Team was able to
generate donations i/a/o $2,350 for the HAL 2018 program.
•
•
•

Total projected costs for next year is $2,247 and will service 8 schools.
Total projected costs for next year is $4,494 and will service 16 schools.
Total projected costs for next year is $8,988 and will service 32 schools.

To service the Making Financial Cent’s goal of 130 schools will equate to a cost of $36,514.
Making Financial Cents Projections
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Pilot
2
3
4
Goal
Revenue

$1,404

$2,809

$5,618

$11,235

$45,643

(-) Projected Costs

$1,124

$2,247

$4,494

$8,988

$36,514

Revenue to OP EXP

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

Projected Surplus

$281

$562

$1,124

$2,247

$9,129
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Lesson Plan Title: Banking 101
Concept/Topic to Teach: How a bank works; benefits to the bank customer (participants)
General Goals:
• Participants will be able to choose which bank products are right for them
• Participants will be informed of the bank’s requirements for opening a checking account
• Participants will be informed of how credit works and know the importance of a strong FICO
Specific Objectives:
• The difference between a checking and savings account
• How a debit card works
• How credit works
Student Take-a-way:
• List of banks that allow foreigners to open accounts without a social security number or ITIN
• Supplemental worksheets on deposit products
• Supplemental information on building credit and it’s importance
2nd Class
Lesson Plan Title: Budget 101
Concept/Topic to Teach: Creating a financial plan; living within your means
General Goals:
• Participants will be able to create a budget for themselves and/or their family
Specific Objectives:
• Defining “income”
• Defining “expenses”
• Defining “needs”
• Defining “wants”
Student Take-a-way:
• Sample budget
• Budget template
3rd Class
Lesson Plan Title: College Financing 101
Concept/Topic to Teach: Utilizing government funding and/or scholarships
General Goals:
• Participants will be able to find available scholarships
• Participants will be able to complete a scholarship form
• Participants will be able to complete the FASFA/TASFA
Specific Objectives:
• Defining “scholarship”
• Defining “FASFA/TASFA”
Student Take-a-way:
•
•

List of scholarship resources
TASFA/FASFA website
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4th Class
Lesson Plan Title: Insurance 101
Concept/Topic to Teach: Automobile, Homeowner’s, Renter’s, and Life Insurance
General Goals:
• Participants will be able to choose which insurance services are the best for them
Specific Objectives:
• Defining “insurance”
• Policy minimums and maximums
Student Take-a-way:
•
•
•

Insurance worksheet
“How to file a Claim” handout
List of insurance companies who issue insurance to foreigners with no social security number/ITIN
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Insurance Definition:
Insurance is an economic institution that allows the transfer _____________ from an individual to a
________________ of risks by means of a two-party contract.
The insured party obtains a speciﬁed amount of ____________ against an uncertain event for a smaller
but certain payment.

Types of Insurance

Type of Business Insurance

Critical, Mandatory or Important

Property & Liability

Critical - Mandatory

Health & Medical

Important

Life Insurance

Important

Umbrella Liability

Important

Business Insurance

Critical
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Auto Insurance

30/60

50/100

100/300

250/500

1st person claim
$20,000

2nd person claim
$70,000

3rd person claim
$150,000

Your Risk

Insurance $

Insurance $

Insurance $

$

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

Insurance $

Insurance $

Insurance $

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

Insurance $

Insurance $

Insurance $

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

Insurance $

Insurance $

Insurance $

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

Your responsibility
$

$

$

$

WHAT IS AN UMBRELLA POLICY?
Umbrella insurance supplements the liability coverage you already have with your auto
and home policies, providing an extra layer of coverage. Consider it financial-catastrophe
protection, and psychological and emotional comfort, when you really need it the most.
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LIABILITY EXPOSURE
WORKSHEET
REAL PROPERTY
Market Value

-

Mortgage

= Equity

-

=

-

=

-

=

TOTAL EQUITY:

PERSONAL PROPERTY
General Household Items (Furniture, Clothing, etc.):

_______________

Jewelry:

Art:

Recreational Vehicle(s):

Other:
TOTAL PROPERTY:

INCOME

Annual Household Income x 35percent x

Average 15 Years =

25 years)

_

x

.35

x

15

=

RETIREMENT SAVINGS
Qualified Accounts
IRA’S:
401K:
Other: (Profit Sharing, TSA, 403b, etc.):
Non-Qualified Accounts
Stocks/Mutual Funds:
Annuities / Life Insurance Cash Value:
CD’s:
Other:

Liquid Assets at Risk
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DO I NEED RENTERS INSURANCE IF MY LANDLORD HAS INSURANCE?
Yes your landlord’s insurance policy will only cover damage to the building. It won’t pay for the
replacement of your belongings and it won’t cover your relocation costs, should you need to
move out while repairs are made.
I DON’T HAVE MANY VALUABLES. DO I STILL NEED RENTERS INSURANCE?
Take a look around your home and imagine how much it would cost to replace everything you
have—your computer, TV, DVD player, MP3 player, digital cameras, jewelry, bike and so on.
Could you afford to do that? If not, you may want to consider renters insurance.
DOES RENTERS INSURANCE PAY MY RENT IF I CAN’T?
Renters insurance does not pay your rent. However, it may cover expenses related to temporary
housing if you can’t live in your building while it’s being rebuilt or repaired after being damaged
by a covered loss.
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HOME INSURANCE
Hazard Insurance to cover incidental and catastrophic losses.

DWELLING
SEPARATE STRUCTURES
PERSONAL PROPERTY
PERSONAL LIABILITY

ADDITIONAL LIVING EXPENSES
ADDITIONAL COVERAGE:
Additional Coverage: Extended replacement, building ordinance, etc.
Loss Assessment (Condominiums, town home)
IS EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE COVERED BY MY HOME POLICY?
No, earthquake coverage must be purchased separately.
AM, I COVERED IF MY DOG BITES MY NEIGHBOR?
Dog bites are included with your basic liability coverage. However, dogs that have a
history of bites are considered “vicious” and will be excluded from coverage.
DO I NEED TO TAKE AN INVENTORY AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF MY BELONGINGS?
We all have so much stuff! It’s a good idea to prepare a home inventory—Keep it in a safe,
accessible place in the event you need to file a claim.
WHEN SHOULD I THINK ABOUT INCREASING MY HOME INSURANCE COVERAGE?
Whenever you change something significant about your home or its contents. For
example, if you put an addition on your home, start a business from your home or make a
major purchase.
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FOOD INSURANCE
Flood is defined as a general and temporary condition of partial or complete inundation of two
or more acres and two or more properties of normally dry land. Flood damage can only be
caused by the following water sources: Overflow of inland or tidal waters.
DO I NEED FLOOD INSURANCE?
If it rains, it can flood. Basic home insurance does not cover flood, although mortgage
companies typically require homeowners in a flood zone to carry flood insurance.
BENEFITS OF FLOOD INSURANCE VERSUS DISASTER ASSISTANCE

FLOOD INSURANCE

DISASTER ASSISTANCE

You are in control. Flood insurance claims
are paid even if a disaster in not declared.

Most forms of federal disaster assistance
require a Presidential declaration.

Between 20 and 25 percent of all claims paid
by the NFIP are outside of special flood
hazard areas.
There is no playback requirement.

Federal disaster assistance declaration are
not awarded in all flooding incidents.

Flood insurance policies are continuous and
are not nonrenewed or cancelled for repeat
losses.
Flood insurance reimburses you all covered
building losses up to $250,000 and $500,000
for business. Contents coverage is also
available up to $100,000 for homeowners
and $500,00 for business.
The average cost of flood insurance policy is
a little more than $500 annually. The cost of
a preferred risk policy is less than $450
annually, depending on where you live.

The duration of a Small Business
Administration (SBA) disaster home loan
could extend to 30 years.
The average individuals and household
program award for Presidential disaster
declarations related to flooding in 2008 was
less than $4,000.
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The most typical form of disaster assistance
is a loan that must be repaid with interest.

Repayment on a $50,000 SBA disaster home
loan is $240 a month or $2,880 annually at
4percent interest.
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HEALTH INSURANCE RESOURCES
www.communicaresa.org
www.obamacareplans.com

LIFE INSURANCE ANALYSIS

TIPS TO BALANCING THE ACT OF PURCHASING INSURANCE:
•
•
•
•
•

Need for professional assistance
Value vs. price?
What do I really need?
What can I really afford?
Research the company https://www.opic.texas.gov/
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